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Keep your files here and access them from anywhere.

MY CLOUD™ HOME
Personal Cloud Storage

My Cloud Home is an easy-to-use personal storage device that plugs directly into your Wi-Fi® router at home so you can save all your digital content in one central place. Automatically back up the photos and videos on your phone, and wirelessly back up and sync all your PC and Mac computers and cloud accounts.1

MODEL
WDBVNXXXXXHWT 2TB, 3TB, 4TB, 6TB, 8TB
Gigabit Ethernet
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
2-year limited warranty

MY CLOUD™ HOME DUO
Personal Cloud Storage

My Cloud Home Duo comes equipped with two hard drives and is set to Mirror Mode (RAID 1), so your photos, videos and files are stored on one drive and automatically duplicated onto the second drive for extra peace of mind.

MODEL
WDBMUTXXXXJWT 4TB, 6TB, 8TB, 12TB, 16TB, 20TB
Gigabit Ethernet
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
2-year limited warranty with RAID

Keep your files here. Access them anywhere.
NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGE

NAS Storage
MY CLOUD® EX2 ULTRA
MY CLOUD® EX4100
MY CLOUD® PR2100
MY CLOUD® PR4100
Powerful, ready-to-go NAS for your high-performance life.

Keep your media in a single place on this high-performance NAS solution, and access it from anywhere. With the My Cloud Expert Series, you’ll be able to automatically sync content across computers, easily share files and folders, and enjoy multiple backup options so you can create your own personalized system with ease.

**My Cloud EX2 Ultra**
- WDBVBZ0000NCH 0TB
- Diskless Enclosure
- 2-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)
- Giga Ethernet
- 3-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)

**My Cloud EX4100**
- WDBWZE0000NBK 0TB
- Diskless Enclosure
- 2-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)
- Giga Ethernet
- 3-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)

**My Cloud PR2100**
- WDBBCL0000NBK 0TB
- Diskless Enclosure
- 2-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)
- Giga Ethernet
- 3-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)

**My Cloud PR4100**
- WDBNFAXXXXXNBK 0TB
- Diskless Enclosure
- 2-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)
- Giga Ethernet
- 3-year limited warranty (Diskless)
- 3-year warranty (Pre-configured)

Equipped with an Intel Pentium N3710 quad-core 1.6GHz processor, My Cloud Pro Series NAS provides you with the power you need to transcode your media on-the-fly. Along with 4GB of DDR3L RAM, you get the power and efficiency to stream in high definition, access photos quickly and share content seamlessly.

The power to transcode and stream your favorite HD videos.
You keep making. We keep saving.
SAVE YOUR MEMORIES AND BACK UP RIGHT AWAY.
WD Elements portable storage offers reliable, high-capacity storage, USB 3.0, universal connectivity, and plug-and-play simplicity in a small enclosure.

WD Elements SE portable storage offers high-capacity to go, fast data transfer rates and universal connectivity with USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 devices. The small, lightweight drive features up to 5TB of storage with WD quality and reliability.

Basic Portable Storage.

Portable storage with high capacity in a slim design.

Portable storage for Mac with high capacity.

Every journey needs a passport. The My Passport™ drive is trusted, portable storage that gives you the confidence and freedom to drive forward in life. With a new, stylish design that fits in the palm of your hand, there’s space to store, organize, and share your photos, videos, music, and documents. Perfectly paired with backup software and password protection, the My Passport drive helps keep your digital life’s contents safe.

My Passport™ Portable Storage

Portable storage for Mac

Every journey needs a passport. The My Passport™ for Mac drive is trusted, portable storage that perfectly complements your on-the-go lifestyle. Compatible with USB-C™ and USB-A, the My Passport for Mac drive comes equipped to connect with today’s latest technology. With a new, stylish design that fits in the palm of your hand, there’s space to store, organize, and share the photos, videos, music and documents that fill your life. Perfectly paired with Apple’s Time Machine backup software and password protection, the My Passport for Mac drive helps keep your files safe and your life driving forward.
Save, access and protect the content that matters to you with the My Passport SSD, giving you accelerated read write speeds with NVMe™ technology. Help secure your drive and keep productivity flowing with password enabled 256-bit AES hardware encryption. Resist drops of up to 6.5ft (1.98m) with a sleek, durable metal design that is both shock and vibration-proof.

**MODEL**
- **WDBAGF5000BSL AGD, ARD, ABL, AGY** 500GB
- **WDBAGFXXXXBSL BGD, BRD, BBL, BGY** 1TB, 2TB

Works with macOS Mojave 3-year limited warranty

Equipped with USB-C™ technology, the My Passport Ultra for Mac portable drive offers an easy way to expand your storage with a modern metal design that complements your Mac, and out of the box, it’s formatted for macOS and Time Machine compatibility.

**MODEL**
- **WDBFTMXXXXBSL, BBL, BGD** 1TB, 2TB
- **WDBFTM0050BBL** 5TB

Works with macOS Downloadable HFS+ driver to read/write on Windows® 10 3-year limited warranty

This is no ordinary drive - the toughest My Passport drive yet is drop-resistant up to 2 meters. Its solid SSD core is up to twice as fast as most portable hard drives, and its speed endures bumps and shakes even while plugged in. This pocket-sized drive with its integrated cable is always ready to go.

**MODEL**
- **WDBMCG5000ABT AYT** 500GB
- **WDBMCGXXXXBBT BYT** 1TB, 2TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave 3-year limited warranty

My Passport Ultra portable drive offers an easy way to expand your storage with a modern metal design that complements your PC. It’s Windows® ready out of the box to seamlessly deliver plug-and-play storage, while password protection with hardware encryption helps enforce the security of your content.

**MODEL**
- **WDBKYJ0020BSL** 2TB
- **WDBPMVXXXXBSL 4TB, 5TB**

Works with macOS Downloadable HFS+ driver to read/write on Windows® 10 3-year limited warranty

Portable SSD storage with fast transfer speeds.

Built tough with SSD speed.

Portable storage with brilliant style and auto backup.

Time Machine-ready portable storage with password protection.
Offload, edit and stream anywhere.

**MY PASSPORT™ WIRELESS PRO**
Wi-Fi Mobile Storage

High-capacity, wireless mobile storage designed to accompany professional photographers and videographers in the field to easily offload, edit and stream captured photos and high-definition videos. Created to work seamlessly with mobile devices and equipped with a built-in SD card reader, My Passport Wireless Pro is the all-in-one drive you need to streamline your workflow.

**MY PASSPORT™ WIRELESS SSD**
Wi-Fi Mobile Storage

The My Passport Wireless SSD is an all-in-one portable drive that helps preserve photos and videos captured on your cameras and drones. The one-touch copy button lets you back up photos and videos with the built-in SD™ card reader or the integrated USB port without a laptop or additional software.

**MY PASSPORT™ AV-TV**

Specially designed for TV recording.

Attach this drive to your recordable TV for high-quality recording and crystal-clear playback of your favorite programs, movies, sporting events and more. Watch your favorite entertainment on your schedule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Works with</th>
<th>Warranty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WDBVPL0010BBK 1TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBP2P0020BBK 2TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBSMTXXXXBBK 3TB, 4TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBAMJXXXXAGY 250GB, 500GB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBAMJXXXXBGY 1TB, 2TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBHDK5000ABK 500GB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBHDK0010BBK 1TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>2-year limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIGH CAPACITY DESKTOP STORAGE AS INSPIRED AS YOUR CREATIONS.

Desktop Storage
WD ELEMENTS™
MY BOOK™
MY BOOK™ DUO
MY BOOK™ AV-TV
WD ELEMENTS™ Desktop Storage
WD Elements desktop storage with USB 3.0 offers reliable, high-capacity, add-on storage, fast data transfer rates, and universal connectivity.

MY BOOK™ Desktop Storage
My Book is trusted, desktop storage designed to complement your personal style with a massive amount of space to store all your favorite photos, videos, music and documents. Equipped with password protection and perfectly paired with WD Backup™ or Apple Time Machine, My Book desktop storage helps keep your files safe.

MODEL
WDBBKBXXXXHBK 4TB, 6TB, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB, 16TB, 18TB
1 Works with Windows® 10
3-year limited warranty

Massive Storage. Impressive Drive.

MY BOOK™ DUO Desktop RAID Storage
The My Book Duo drive has massive capacity ideal for storing photos, videos, documents and music. It’s super-fast with up to 360MB/s sequential read speeds thanks to WD Red™ drives inside and use of the USB Type-C™ port. That USB Type-C port with all cables included makes it universally compatible (supports USB 3.1 Gen 1/3.0/2.0). Two USB Type-A hub ports deliver flexibility for additional accessories.

MODEL
WDBFBEXXXXJBK 12TB, 16TB, 20TB, 24TB, 28TB
1 Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
3-year limited warranty

High-capacity storage for your TV.

MY BOOK™ AV-TV TV Storage
Instantly add hundreds of hours of storage to your TV. With up to 2 TB of storage, you can record TV shows, sporting events, movies and more directly from your TV onto the My Book AV-TV drive for playback anytime. My Book AV-TV is built with an AV-optimized drive with ATA-7 AV standard that offers fast recovery times and continuous streaming for smooth video and audio performance.

MODEL
WDBGLGXXXXHBK 1TB, 2TB
1 3-year limited warranty

Massive capacity and easy to use.
PERFORMANCE STORAGE, PURPOSE-BUILT FOR GAMING

Gaming Storage
WD_BLACK™ PERFORMANCE HDD
WD_BLACK™ P10 GAME DRIVE
WD_BLACK™ D10 GAME DRIVE
WD_BLACK™ P50 GAME DRIVE SSD
WD_BLACK™ D50 GAME DOCK
WD_BLACK™ D50 GAME DOCK NVMe™ SSD
WD_BLACK™ SN750 NVMe™ SSD
WD_BLACK™ AN1500 NVMe™ SSD
WD_BLACK™ SN850 NVMe™ SSD
WD_BLACK™ P10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™
WD_BLACK™ D10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™

WD_BLACK™
The WD_BLACK P10 Game Drive is a top-tier external HDD built specifically for gamers looking to expand the potential of their console or PC. It's a portable form factor that comes in capacities up to 5TB to save up to 125 games. Now, with WD_BLACK P10 Game Drive, you can drive your game the way you choose.

WD_BLACK performance storage is designed to enhance your PC experience across heavier computing tasks whether you are a digital artist, video editor, photographer, or gamer. Enhance your PC's performance even further when you combine a WD_BLACK drive with an SSD for a dual drive configuration, allowing you to benefit from the additional caching of your operating system onto the SSD for increased performance.

The WD_BLACK D10 Game Drive adds up to 8TB of extra storage to build your console or PC game library up to 200 games, or relive your best in-action moments by saving your favorite gameplay recordings. Rated at 7200 RPM with active cooling technology, WD_BLACK D10 Game Drive has read speeds up to 250MB/s to kick your game into high-performance mode.

The WD_BLACK P50 Game Drive SSD provides the tools you need to drive your game. With read speeds of up to 2000MB/s and up to 4TB of storage, you’ll spend less time waiting to get back in the game and more time actually playing. Designed from the ground up with the gamer in mind, the WD_BLACK P50 Game Drive SSD is future-ready with a SuperSpeed USB (20GB/s) interface to provide full compatibility to your PC or console.

Maximum performance for power computing.
Expand your growing game library
Command performance with SSD speed
Easily transform your laptop into a fully integrated gaming station with the WD_BLACK™ D50 Game Dock NVMe™ SSD, clearing the clutter through a single Thunderbolt™ 3 cord that seamlessly connects to multiple peripherals and an additional screen in up to 5K 60Hz to create the ultimate streamlined gaming station. Get in the game faster with NVMe™ technology reaching up to 3000MB/s read speed and up to 2500MB/s write speed. The compact and sleek design is complete with fully customizable RGB lighting to personalize your station (Windows® only).

**WD_BLACK™ D50 GAME DOCK**

Easily transform your laptop into a fully integrated gaming station with the WD_BLACK™ D50 Game Dock, clearing the clutter through a single Thunderbolt™ 3 cord that seamlessly connects to multiple peripherals and an additional screen in up to 5K 60Hz to create the ultimate streamlined gaming station. The compact and sleek design is complete with fully customizable RGB lighting to personalize your station (Windows® only).

**Build your Xbox One™ Collection**

The WD_BLACK P10 Game Drive for Xbox™ is a top-tier external HDD built specifically for gamers looking to expand the potential of their Xbox. It’s a portable form factor that comes in capacities up to 5TB to save up to 125 games. Included with purchase is a 1-Month Xbox Game Pass Ultimate membership which includes Xbox Live Gold and access to 100+ Xbox and PC games.

**WD_BLACK™ P10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™**

The WD_BLACK D10 Game Drive for Xbox™ adds up to 12TB of storage to build your game library up to 300 games, or relive your best in-action moments by saving your favorite gameplay recordings. Rated at 7200 RPM with active cooling technology, WD_BLACK D10 Game Drive for Xbox has read speeds up to 250MB/s to kick your game into high-performance mode. Included with purchase is a 1-Month Xbox Game Pass Ultimate membership which includes Xbox Live Gold and access to 100+ Xbox and PC games.

**WD_BLACK™ D10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™**

**WD_BLACK™ D50 GAME DOCK NVMe™ SSD**

**WD_BLACK™ D10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™**

**WD_BLACK™ P10 GAME DRIVE FOR XBOX™**
The WD_BLACK SN750 NVMe SSD delivers top-tier performance for gaming and hardware enthusiasts who are looking to build or upgrade their PC. Available in capacities up to 4TB, the WD_BLACK SN750 NVMe SSD rivals some of the best performing drives on the market to help give gamers that competitive edge.

**MODEL**

**Without Heatsink**

- WDSXXXG3X0C-00SJG0, 250GB, 500GB
- WDSXXXT3X0C-00SJG0, 1TB, 2TB, 4TB

**With Heatsink**

- WDS500G3XHC-00SJG0, 500GB
- WDSXXXT3XHC-00SJG0, 1TB, 2TB

5-year limited warranty

---

The future of gaming has arrived with the WD_BLACK SN850 NVMe SSD. Long load times are obsolete with PCIe® Gen4 technology, reaching up to 7000MB/s read speed and up to 5300MB/s write speed (1TB model). Spend more time playing and less time deleting, storing your latest and favorite games with up to 2TB capacity (not intended for NAS or server environments).

**MODEL**

**Without Heatsink**

- WDBAPY5000ANC-WRSN, 500GB
- WDBAPY0010BNC-WRSN, 1TB
- WDBAPY0020BNC-WRSN, 2TB

**With Heatsink**

- WDBAPZ5000BNC-WRSN, 500GB
- WDBAPZ0010BNC-WRSN, 1TB
- WDBAPZ0020BNC-WRSN, 2TB

5-year limited warranty

---

Experience lightning fast gameplay with this bootable, plug and play add-in-card that reaches extreme velocity with minimum effort. Includes customizable RGB lighting (Windows® only) and heatsink.

Get in the game faster with the WD_BLACK™ AN1500 NVMe SSD Add-In-Card. Internally powered by two SSDs using PCIe® Gen3 technology, reach up to 6500MB/s read speed and up to 4100MB/s write speed to minimize load times.

**MODEL**

- WDS100T1X0L-00AUJ0, 1TB
- WDS200T1X0L-00AUJ0, 2TB
- WDS400T1X0L-00AUJ0, 4TB

5-year limited warranty
SPEED, CAPACITY, AND PERFORMANCE FOR YOUR MOST VALUABLE DIGITAL CONTENT.
A NEW DIMENSION OF STORAGE.
Ready for your high performance computing needs, a WD Blue™ SSD offers high capacity, enhanced reliability, and blazing speed.

A NEW DIMENSION OF STORAGE.
Ready for your high performance computing needs, a WD Blue™ SSD offers high capacity, enhanced reliability, and blazing speed.

WD BLUE™ SATA SSD
Built for high-end computing applications including gaming, HD media playback, or creative software. with sequential read speeds up to 560MB/s.

MODEL 2.5inch, 7mm cased
250GB, 500GB
WDSXXXG2B0A-00SM50, 250GB, 500GB
1
M.2 2280
WDSXXXG2B0B-00YS70, 250GB, 500GB
1
WDS100T2B0B-00YS70, 1TB
1
WDS200TG2B0B-00YS70, 2TB
1
Model WDSXXXG2B0A-00SM50, WDSXXXG2B0B-00YS70, WDS100T2B0B-00YS70, WDS200TG2B0B-00YS70 work with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave. 5-year limited warranty.

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave. 5-year limited warranty.

WD BLUE™ SN550 NVMe™ SSD
The WD Blue™ SN550 NVMe™ SSD delivers over 4x the speed of our best SATA SSDs so you can boot faster, work smarter and play longer. Whether you’re working, creating, casual gaming or processing large amounts of data, take advantage of this powerful internal drive’s high speeds to do more, faster. Available in capacities up to 1TB in an affordable M.2 2280 form factor, there’s no time like now to make the change to NVMe.

MODEL 2.5inch, 7mm cased
250GB, 500GB, 1TB, 2TB, 4TB
WDSXXXG2B0A-00SM50, 250GB, 500GB, 1TB, 2TB, 4TB
1
M.2 2280
WDSXXXG2B0B-00YS70, 250GB, 500GB
1
WDS100T2B0B-00YS70, 1TB
1
WDS200TG2B0B-00YS70, 2TB
1
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave. 5-year limited warranty.

Solid State Drives for reliability and high performance.
ENHANCED STORAGE FOR YOUR EVERYDAY COMPUTING NEEDS.

For fast performance and reliability, WD Green™ SATA SSDs boost the everyday computing experience in your desktop or laptop PC.

WD GREEN™ SATA SSD

With the performance boost from a WD Green SATA SSD, you can browse the web, play a game, or simply start your system in a flash.

MODEL 2.5inch, 7mm
WDSXXXG2G0A-00JH30, 120GB, 240GB, 480GB
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
3-year limited warranty

MODEL 2.5inch, 7mm
WDSXXXG2G0B-00EPW0, 120GB, 240GB, 480GB
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
3-year limited warranty

MODEL M.2 2280
WDSXXXG2G0B-00EPW0, 120GB, 240GB, 480GB
Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave
3-year limited warranty
Supercharge Your NAS
Unlike standard SSDs, WD Red™ NAS SATA SSDs are specifically designed and tested for 24/7 usage. Their endurance and efficient caching makes them ideal for demanding applications.

Solid State Drives for NAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>2.5inch, 7mm</th>
<th>WDS500G1R0A-68A4W0, 500GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WDSX00T1R0A-68A4W0, 1TB, 2TB, 4TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-year limited warranty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>M.2 2280</th>
<th>WDS500G1R0B-68A4Z0, 500GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WDSX00T1R0B-68A4Z0, 1TB, 2TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-year limited warranty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WD RED™ SA500 SATA SSD
Boost your NAS system’s performance and responsiveness with the WD Red™ SA500 NAS SATA SSD. Your NAS system is always on, making a reliable drive essential.
ACCELERATE YOUR ENTERPRISE WITH WD GOLD™.

Help eliminate sensitive data for good with fast and effective secure erase, and consider complementing your WD Gold HDD with high-performance WD Gold SSDs, which are available in a range of capacities.

Solid State Drive for Enterprise.

WD GOLD™ NVMe SSD

Add the power of NVMe™ to your enterprise with WD Gold™ NVMe SSDs to improve system responsiveness and boost productivity while lowering your overall TCO.
WD Blue™
PC Hard Drives
WD Blue hard drives deliver solid performance and reliability while providing you with all the space you need to hold an enormous amount of photos, videos and files. These drives are designed for use in notebooks, external enclosures and for certain industrial applications.

Designed and tested for everyday computing.

WD Red™
NAS Hard Drives
There’s a leading edge WD Red™ drive for every compatible NAS system to store your precious data. With drives up to 6TB, WD Red™ offers a wide array of storage for customers looking to build a NAS solution. Designed with SMR technology for workloads associated with personal and home office, such as storing, archiving and sharing, in RAID-optimized NAS systems with up to 8 bays, these drives pack all the punch you need in one powerhouse unit for storing, archiving, and sharing. With WD Red™, you’re ready for what’s next.

Designed and tested for personal, home, or small office use 1-8 bay NAS environments.

WD Red™ Plus
NAS Hard Drives
Packed with power to handle the small to medium sized business NAS environments and increased workloads for 500+ customers, WD Red™ Plus is ideal for archiving and sharing, as well as RAID array rebuilding on systems using ZFS and other file systems. Designed with SMR technology and tested for up to 8-bay NAS systems, these drives give you the flexibility, versatility, and confidence in storing and sharing your precious home and work files.

Designed and tested for small to medium sized businesses 1-8 bay NAS environments.

WD Red™ Pro
NAS Hard Drives
Designed specifically with medium or large scale business customers in mind. WD Red™ Pro drives are available for up to 24-bay NAS systems. Designed with CMR technology and engineered to handle high-intensity workloads in 24x7 environments, WD Red™ Pro is ideal for archiving and sharing, as well as RAID array rebuilding on extended operating systems such as ZFS or other file systems. These drives add value to your business by enabling your employees to quickly share their files and back-up folders reliably in your NAS solution.

Designed and tested for medium to large business 8-24 bay NAS environments.
Built for 24/7, always-on, high-definition security systems. With support for up to 64 cameras, WD Purple drives are optimized for surveillance systems. WD Purple 8TB, 10TB, 12TB and 14TB drives are designed to support Deep Learning analytics in AI capable NVRs, and feature an enhanced workload rating of up to 360TB/yr (models 8TB and above), and up to 32 AI channels for analytics within the system.

Endurance is the key. WD Purple microSD cards are built to last and are designed for continuous high-definition recording. Capture indispensable footage with optimized edge storage that is shock and vibration resistant, and can withstand temperatures from -25° C to 85° C.

WD PURPLE™ Surveillance Hard Drives

Built for mainstream surveillance DVRs and NVRs.

WD PURPLE™ microSD™ Card

Fine-tuned specifically for surveillance cameras

Highly reliable solution for demanding storage environments

WD Gold™ Enterprise Hard Drives

WD Gold™ HDD is a highly reliable solution for demanding storage environments and provides up to 2.5M hours MTBF, vibration protection technology and a low power draw thanks to HelioSeal™ technology (for 12TB and above).

WD Gold™ Enterprise Class SATA HDD

MODEL
3.5 inch, 7200 RPM
WDX003FRYZ, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB, 16TB, 18TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave

5-year limited warranty

WD Gold™ Enterprise Hard Drives

MODEL
3.5 inch, 5400 RPM
WDX003FRYZ, 1TB, 2TB
WDX005FBYZ, 1TB, 2TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave

3-year limited warranty

WD Gold™ Enterprise Hard Drives

MODEL
WDDXXXG1P0C, 32GB, 64GB, 128GB, 512GB

3-year limited warranty

WD PURPLE™ Surveillance Hard Drives

MODEL
WDXXXXPURZ, 1TB, 2TB, 3TB, 4TB, 6TB, 8TB

3-year limited warranty

WD PURPLE™ Surveillance Hard Drives

MODEL
WDX003FRYZ, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB, 16TB, 18TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave

5-year limited warranty

WD PURPLE™ Surveillance Hard Drives

MODEL
WDX005FBYZ, 1TB, 2TB
WDX003FRYZ, 4TB, 8TB, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB, 16TB, 18TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave

3-year limited warranty

WD PURPLE™ Surveillance Hard Drives

MODEL
WDX003FRYZ, 8TB, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB, 16TB, 18TB

Works with Windows® 10 and macOS Mojave

3-year limited warranty